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Abstract. A formal framework is proposed for discussing the algebraic properties of data types. In 
particular, the specification problem, i.e. the problem how a particular data type can be finitely 
specified, is discussed. Denotational and operational approaches are compared. 
1. Introduction 
It has been recognized for some time that data types i:Br abstract data types play an 
important role, e.g. for the modularization, the reliability and the verification of 
programs. Attempts have been made to incorporate high-level data types or 
user-defined types into programming languages [3,4,5,22,25]; from that time on it 
was clear that a formal description of data types *was needed as a means of 
communication and for formal proofs of correctness. 
However, there is still no consensus about thr; definili:ion of the concept data type. 
Most authors agree on it that a data type has someth.ing to do with ‘elements’ (or 
objects, or instances) and ‘operations’. But then, some think of a data type as a class 
of models of an axiom system [8,9,26], others define it as the initial object in certain 
categories of algebras [D, 241. In [27] a data type is defined as an object in the 
category o-CPO (o-complete partial orders) together l:vith a finite set of w-continu- 
ous functions. 
In [2] the notion data type is used for certain heterogeneous algebras, in [ 131 a data 
type is a lattice. Apart from the problem how to find a common framework for the 
discussion about the different approaches there is smother questiea Which will 
interest us in the following: whatever approach one adi%Bpts towards the definition of 
the concept data type the question arises how a particuthr data type can be specified. 
If one follows e.g. [27] and considers a data type as an object in the category W-CPO 
together with a finite set of functions, how can we tel!’ which object in o-CP0 and 
which functions we mean? In 1271 the object is sometimes pecified as the initial 
object of another category constructed via a functor (i;T’l), sometimes by a circular 
definition using fixpoint theory (ST2) and sometimes given ‘explicitly’ (compare the 
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example array [27]). The question, how an arbitrary data type can be specified is not 
generally investigated. 
In [23,24], the authors consider a data type as the initial algebra of a category of 
algebras which is equationally defined. With respect o the specification problem 
they state: “. . . we are only interested in data types which are finitely 
describable . e .‘. They do not discuss, however, this matter. Analogously, [2] only 
admits a finite number of axioms for the specification of data type, but does not 
discuss the specification problem either. 
In order to be able to discuss some aspects of the specification problem more 
precisely we will first provide an algebraic framework and discuss the specification 
within this framework. The approaches of [2] and [23] can be included in this 
framework. As far as the approach of [27] is concerned it may be also included if the 
partial ordering on the domains is neglected. Since we work with algebraic oncepts, 
we do not investigate the techniques (STl) and (ST2) (see above). 
2. Data types 
In order to be able to discuss about the specification of data types we provide a 
general framework and introduce first the notion data type. 
Even though the suggestions for the specification of data types are quite different, 
they are nearly all based on the idea that a data type consists of objects and 
operations [1,2,4,9,10,23,27]. Hence we will define a data type to be a pair (VI 0) 
consisting of a set of objects together with a finite set of operations. As we only want 
to admit ‘computable operations we adopt in the following the approach of Rogers 
[2I] and shall assume in the following that each set S for which operations are 
declared can be coded, i.e. fulfills the follo,wing conditions: 
(i) there is a one-to-one mapping cp :S + N for which an informal algorithm exists 
(ii) p(S) is a recursive subset of N 
(iii) there is an algorithm for 9-l 
(iv) the elements of S are finite and can be recognized. 
A partial mapping p : S + S is called computable if p 0 p 0 cp-* :N + N is a partial 
recursive mapping on N. Def(p) is the set of all s E S at which p is defined. 
If a set S fulfills (i)-(iv) we say that S is admissible. 
Even though other authors e.g. [23,27] do not restrict themselves to admissible 
domains and computable operations we think that this restriction is reasonable in a 
computer science environment. A data type can be thought of as a pair 
[{ V;:}~“=O, {tgj}j’Ll] consisting of admissible sets Vi, i = 0 , . . . , rz (V. will be called the 
set of objects) and computable mappings Oj : Vi1 X l l 9 Vi, + Vi, X l l l Vi,. AS each 
mapping 0,; with s > 1 can be decomposed into s mappings ojk : Vi1 x l l l Vjn + V,k, we 
will consider only mappings of the latter kind. Moreover we will only consider such 
mappings for which Vo appears either in the domain or the range of the mapping, i.e. 
such mappings which affect the objects of the type. 
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It should be noted that the generalization to two or more ‘sets of objects’ 
vo t, . . . , Vat does not yield any inherent di3 Aties. It is simply omitted for the ease 
of notation. 
Definition 1. Let &, i=O ,..., n be an admissibll; set. Let V, fl Vi = B j, i = 
0 , . . . , n and 
Oi: Vf,X ' l l Vi,+ Vi.+, j= 1,. . . , m 
a partial computable mapping with recursive set Def(q)’ such that for k = 
1 ,..., r+l jkE{O ,..., n}andOE{jl , . . . , jr+l}. The pair 
d = [{ &}S”_O, {oi}E 11 
is called a data type. V = Vo is the set of objects. 
If jr+1 = 0 and Oe (jl, . . . , j,}, Oi is called constructing operation. 
If jr+*‘= 0 ar.d OE {jl , . . . , j,}, Oi is calkl altering operation. 
If jr+1 # 0 Oi is called output operation. 
Vi, X ’ . . Vi, is the domain of ofi 
Let d = [{ Vi)?=0 {Oi}cl] be a data type. 
As the interesting components of a data type are usually the set of objects Vo = V 
and the operations (Qj} we simply omit the explicit indication of the sets Vi, 
i=l v.m.9 n and assume that they are implicitly given in the specification of the 
mappings O*. 
Hence, we write [ V, {Oi}yL1] for a data type. 
Definition 2. Let d = [ V, { oj)c 1) be a data type U c V. Let So = U, Si = P>, i = 
1 ,-.=9 n. U is called a subtype of d, if for each Oj : Vi1 X l l l Vjr - V and Xi, E Sik, 
k=l r 3.0.3 
Oi bi, 3 . . . 9 xj,)E V 
implies Oj(xjl, . . . , Xi,) E W. 
Definition 3. Let d = [V, {oj}El] be a data type. U c V. We put 
6) u %z u, 
(ii) U(‘+‘)={Oj(X1. . . . , Xr): Oj : I$ X . . . V’, + V and 
Xl ,...,x,E(~, V..UU U’“) and 
i = 1 Is& 
(Xl , . . . ,x,)cDef(oj) and if OE{jl,. . . , jr} 
then 3p :x, E LJ’&q. 
Let I3 = UkBl U(&). 
’ Def(oi) = {(xl, . . . , x,) : oi is defined at (x1, x2, . . . , x,)}. 
’ We think of each mapping oi as a tripe1 oi = (0, R, X) with domain L). range R, and graph X c D x I?. 
We are only interested in data types for which each Vi appear; in the domain or range of at least one 
operation. 
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Remark 1. u is a subtype of d. We call c the subtype generated by U. 
Definition 4. Let d = [V, {oi}j?=~] be a data type. The rank of d 
r(d) := rninlul . 
V=U 
generates d 
We call d constructive if r(d) = 0. We call d strictZy constructive if in addition all 
constructive operations are 0-ary mappings. 
Remark 2. If d is constructive, each object in V == Vo of the data type can be 
generated by applying constructing and altering operations. 
Remark 3. If rank d = r is finite, d is easily transformed into a constructive data type 
d’ by adding r 0-ary operations 
Ui:-*V i=l,...,r 
to the set of operations which produce the r elements generating d. 
Remark 4. If d is a data type, then there is a unique constructive subtype of d, 
namely i/’ := r2r. 
Lemma 1. There is no algorithm which takes as input an arbitrary data type d and an 
object v E V and decides if v E B. I 
Proof. Let us assume that such an algorithm exists. Let G = (N, a, P; S) be an 
arbitrary Chomsky-0 grammar. We associate a data type dG with G by putting 
The operations are: 
start : -*V 
start ( )= (S, 1) 
and for each production p = (a, p) we set 
0,:v +v 
0, : k 9 - (y, i) 
where 
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In addition we need the operation 
next: V “V 
(x9 0 c-) (X, i + 1) X # E 
if i<lxl 
(x9 IA) - (x7 1) X#E 
(G 0) I-+ (F, 0). 
We set do = (V, {start, next, (O&P}) for each grammer G. Let X E T* be given. 
Then 
x E L(G)e(x, 1)~ B. 
As we assumed that there is an algorithm for deciding if (x, 1) E B, x E L(G) can be 
decided for an arbitrary grammar G yielding a contradiction. 
A data type as we defined it is a generalization of a heterogeneous aigebra 1121 as 
partial mappings are admitted. Some useful results :Pbout heterogeneous algebras 
can be adapted for our purposes. 
Definition 5. Let d = [{ Vi)y=o, {Oj)FI] and d’ = [{ V:}$,, {o;}&] be data types. d 
and d’ are .similar (or belong to the same family) if n = PI’, m = m’ and 
Oj : Vj, X ’ ’ ’ Vj,, + Vj,j+, e 0; : Vl, x l l ’ Vi.i + V:, +I* I 
In contrast o heterogenous algebras data types can have partial operations. Mence 
we put 
Definition 6. Let d = [{V;:}?= 0, {Oi)r] be a data type W.1.o.g. let 01,. , . , ok be the 
non-total operations of d. Choose for each 0 s r’ G K art element wig t$, ai # q, if 
i # j, and perform the following steps: 
Step 1. For i = 1,. . . , k 
Vr,i,, + Vi,i+l LJ (ai,i+r) if 
Oi : Vi1 X l ’ l Vir 
i 
+ Viri+l. 
Step2. If,for i=l,. . ., k, 
jri+lfiri+l*V~r.+l zV~,~+, j=k+l,...,m I 
,$tcp 3. Repeat the following step: If iri+l with wi,,+l E Vz,+, is in the domain of Oj 
then 
Vi,+, := Vjri+l u{Wi,i+l I-
Step 4. 
I ( Oj X1, . s * ,Xri) if defined. 
oT(x*, . . . , xri) := 
Wri+l if (Xl9 . . . ,Xr,.)E VjlXo ” Vi,., I 
but Oj is not defined. 
“hi + 1 if Xi = Oj, for some i. 
de = [{ Vr}, (oy)] is a data type. It is called the extended data type of d. 
Definition 7. Let d, d’ be similar data types. A morphism F. l de + d’= is a family of 
total mappings {hi}:=0 
such that 
Remark 5. We define an algebra which is ‘nearly’ a word algebra and choose the 
generator set as follows: 
(11 if U generates d, 1 Ul = r(d) then we consider each element u1 E U as a symbol 
t1 and To = (t1: l41 E u}. 
(ii) Consider each Vi1 E Vi i f 0 as a symbol til and ri = {ti, : t)i, E Vi}. 
In the following we shall consider only the case that U is an admissible set. 
Definition 8. Let for i = 0, . . . , n 
(0) W,(i) = ?i, 
(1) Wp(i)={oj(U1,. . . , grj) where 
Oj : Vjl X ’ l l Vj,,Lr:4d + Vi, 
U,E U W&l) I=l,...,ri,and3q:u,EWP_t(jq)), 
k<P 
(2) wi = U W(i)9 
SN 
then x E Wi is called Wi-word. If x = oj(ul, . ..I( u,)we say that u I,.. . , u,,ojoccrrr in 
X. 
We extend Wi by 
w; := I W(: U {error,} if Oi E Vi’ wi else. 
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For each operation symbol we declare a mapping 
tq(w1,. . . , wri)= I Oi(W 9**.9 Wcr) if Wi # fZrOrji Vi=l,...,rj errorj,j+, else. 
Together with these mappings the sets Wr form a data type similar to d which will be 
designated by 
W[iOjl] = [I W 1, Io^~)]~ 
Lemma 2 l Let d = [(Vi), (oj)] be a data type. There is a surjective morptiism 
h : WT[{Oj}] + de such that errori E WF implies hi(errori) = q. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Example 1. Let 
V=Vo={(fn,k):f,:{l,...,n}+N l~k~n+l,n~O} 
V1=N 
V2 = {true, false} 
create: + V0 
insert: Vo X VI + V0 
go to next element: V& Vo 
remove: V.+ V0 
read: VO+ VI 
equal: Vo X VO+ Vz 
[V, {create, insert, go to next element, remove, read, equal}] models the behaviour of 
lists. 
create ( ) = (f0,l) 
insert(( f,, k), n) = (fr+lr k) with 
f,+r(i)= f,(i) O&c k 
f,+l(k)= n 
. fr+&)=fr(z-1) kcisr-i-1 
go to next element(f, k) = ( ~~d~~n~~ fl,“,” r 
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&r, k) if 1Sk Sr 
remove& k)= 1 undefined e* s e 
with 
f&i)=f&) Mi<k 
frwl(i)=f,(i+l) ksisr-1 
equal((fr9 0 (fs9 k’)) = ( :tst 
iffr=fs andk=k’ 
else. 
The above described data type is strictly constructive. Its extended data type is de 
with 
re b = v u {oo}, 
vt = Vl Ubll, 
v; = v2 U(o2). 
The word algebra contains e.g. 
insert(create, 5) E W& 
error-0 E Wz, remove(insert(create, 7)) E W& 
true E Ws, equal(create, create)E W”,. 
A word in Wf! can be thought of as a possible expression which might occur in a 
program using the data type, e.g. insert(create, 5). It should be noted, however, that 
WT contains also ‘illegal’ expressions as remove(create), i.e. expressions which are 
not to appear in a correct program. There is a morphism from WT[{q}] onto ,dC, which 
maps 
errori I+ Oi 
and e.g. 
remove(create) - 00 
remove insert (create, 2) t+ (f0,l) 
create - (fo, 1). 
sample 2. As it is shown in the proof of theorem 1 one we may associate adata type 
& with each grammar G. The data type & models the derivation of words from the 
axiom S. 
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Example 3. Let 
v= Vo={(f,,, k):fn:{l,. . . , n}+(O, 1, B}l s k an)U{(fo, 0)) 
VI=@, LB) 
and consider the operations 
(fn, k - 1) 
*2(fn’ kk 1 undefined 
ifken 
else 
ifka2 
else 
(f”+*, E -I- 1) if k = n 
03(fn’ ) = 1 undefined else 
where fn+l(i)=fn(i) i=l,...,n 
fn+I(n+l)=B 
Od(fn, k): the analogous operation for the left end 
n>l 
wheref,-&)=f,(i) i=l,...,n-1 
Oa(fn, k): the analogous operation for the left end 
fn(k) ifn>O 
07(fn’ k)= 1 undefined else 
@((fnl k),x)=(fL k) n >O x ~(0, 1. B} 
where f;(i)= fn(i) i # k 
f;(k)=x. 
The data type [{V& VI}, (ol, . . . , OS}] models the way how a Turing machine 
manipulates its tape. A particular Turing machine can be viewed as a prescription 
stating at what time which operation should be applied. As the Turing machine is the 
most general model of computation we may say that programming is the controlled 
application of operations on data types. 
3. Abstract data types 
The notion abstract data type has become widely used m the last fevw vears. It has 
nelrer been “defined’ and it is hence used in different ways by different people. Some 
mean that an abstract data type is a type in a ‘very high level’ language, some use it for 
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user-defined ata types or for modules incorporating data types similar to Simula 
classes. Others think that the most important feature of a data type is that no 
information about the implementation is associated with the type. We have bor- 
rowed algebraic oncepts for stating what a data type is. These concepts provide in a 
quite natural way a notion “abstract daLta type’. The adjective abstract will mean here 
that we abstract from the object: of the type as much as possible. Let D be the class of 
all data types, di d” E D, de the extended type of d. 
Remark 6. The relation - 
d md’ :e (I) d and d’ are similar, 
(1) oi E v; e w; E vf’, 
(3) there is a bijective morphism I = {li)~zo~ 
I:d’+d” such that .li(mi)=a:, 
is an equivalence relation on data types. 
Lemma 3. For each data type II;! = [{ Vi} y=o, {oi}im, 11there xists a congruence relation 3
E = {Ei}yzo n Wr[{oi}] which is recursive such that de is equivalent to the quotient 
algebra, i.e. 
de _ wT[{“i)l 
E ’ 
Proof. See Appendix. 
if a data type d’ is equivalent o d then it is also equivalent o 
W [{Oil1 
E - (1) 
Hence, one might think of representing a whole equivalence class of data types by 
(1), which is also a data type according to our definition. We suggest o call (1) an 
abstract data type. The objects x E Wg/Eo which are equivalence classes of words are 
called abstract objects. The interest in abstract data types stems from the fact that - by 
presenting WT[{oi}] and E - a data type can be determined up to isomorphism 
without stating what the objects of the data type are. This is discussed in more detail 
in the following. 
4. Specification of data types 
Thi c;ecification problem for d = [{ vi)l=o, {oi}im,1] amounts to stating what the 
objects and the operations are. Very often however it is not really necessary to 
3 For the notion congruence relation and quotient algebra compare’ [121. We say E is recursive if for 
each i = 0, . . . , n Ei is recursive. 
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specify d but one is content with specifying a data type d’ which is equivalent (with 
respect to -) to the intended one. The abstrPact data type belonging to d can be 
viewed as an interesting candidate for this purpose. One may think of various 
alternatives for specifying a data type, some of which are sketched below. 
In one approach the elements of V = Vo are explicitly given iin a constructive way 
by some mathematical discipline, e.g. using relations, graphs, sets, lattices etc. 
[ 1,7,13]. In another approach Vo is again given via a mathematical discipline but not 
constructively, e.g. as the fixpoint of an operator equation or as the initial object in a 
category [27]. In [2,18] the following approach is suggested somehow unprecisely: 
For each operation of the data type to be defined and each vi E \$ i = 1, . . . , n a letter 
in an alphabet is chosen. With each operation symbol domain and range information 
is associated, called the syntactic specification of the type. All words respectively 
domain and range conditions are built. .A finite set of equations between words 
(augmented by variables) is provided as the ‘semantic specification’. For each word 
designating an object x E Vi for i = 1, . . . , n, it is requested that a value can be 
‘derived’. This method can be viewed as a restricted axiomatic approach. More 
general proposals for the axiomatic specification of data types can be found in 
[8,9,26]. If the axiomatic approach is clonsidered in its full generality it is not a 
specification in our sense as it specifies a whole class of (not necessarily equivalent) 
data types. Finally, lzt me make some remark concerning the approach by [23,24]. 
Here, a data type is the initial algebra in ALG s,~, the class of E-algebras satisfying 
the equations in @ (@ is called the presentation for the data type). In this definition, 
the specification has been incorporated as a part of the definition. Only such algebras 
are considered which arise from a system of equations. In the examples, @ is a finite 
set of equations. The question which heterogenous algebras are isomorphic to the 
initial algebra of ALG S,,S, where @ is at most a recursively enumeratetj set, has not 
yet been investigated extensively. 
In [ 19) we have intensively studied an operational approach based on graphs. Here 
we want to investigate an algebraic specification. In particular we shortly discuss the 
work of [2] and show some deficiencies. We then give three specification techniques 
of increasing power and discuss their applicability. 
An algebraic specification of data types has been informally proposed by 
[lo, 17, IS] and more formally introduced in [2]. A thorough checking however 
showed that - in its present form - the method of [2] would not work correctly [ 161, 
[ 15, pages l-771. Basically, the author suggests to specify a data type by a finite set of 
axioms built on13 from the operation symbols and variables. Each term occurring in 
an axiom on the left hand side contains at mosf two nested (Jperation sy-mbols. In 
theorem 1[2] it is stated that any data type can be specified in this way. This theorem 
cannot be true as was pointed dut in [ 161, where we gave an e-<ample of a data type for 
which an infinite number of axioms with nesting depth >2 was needed to specify the 
type. Later we will give an example of a data type which cannot be specified even by 
an infinite set of axioms. 
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Apart from the fact that the formalism in [2] will not work for every data type and 
that it is not known for which it will work the description of the formalism is quite 
unprecise. We just pick out some points: 
(1) In the definition of the equations which provide the semantic specification of 
the data type, words are built from variables, constants and operation symbols. An 
equation is a pair of two such words. If, however, we look at the proof of the Theorem 
1 and 7, and at some of the examples, other function symbols than those which 
designate operations of the type are involved. Should it be allowed to use arbitrary 
functions for the specification of a data type? 
(2) What are the objects of an abstract data type? 
(3) What notion of ‘derivation’ is assumed e.g. in the definition of sufficiently 
complete axiomatization? 
We do not want to go into more detail here and refer the interested repder 
to [2] and to [15] for a detailed discussion. Instead we formulate three new 
approaches to the algebraic specification of data types and investigate their 
applicability. 
We shall assume in the following that - for specification of d = [{ Vi}yco, {o~}~~] - 
theVfori=l,..., n have been already specified and that d is constructive. Given 
a data type d = [{ V}yCO, {oi}im,i] we have shown in lemma 3 that 
w7 [{oil1 
de- E . 
If we are content with specifying the abstract data type belonging to d our problem is 
reduced to the task how the congruence E can be specified. 
We are now going to investigate how E can be constructed. By Lemma 3 we know 
that E = {Ei}~& where each Ei is a recursively enumerable set, which assures that E 
can be constructed at all. Principally one can distinguish two attitudes 
(i) E should be completely specified. 
(ii) Only ‘parts’ of E are specified. Here, we distinguish two cases 
(a) Ei, i=l,..., n, is specified but Eo is not specified. This approach can be 
motivated by the idea that the objects of a data type, i.e. x E VO only interest us in so 
far as we can get information from them via output operations. If two words 
designate the same object in V. but do not occur as argument of an operation we 
need not use that they are equivalent. 
(b) Another restriction is not to specify Eo as in (a), and to consider only 
Ro={(w, w): w E WE}, 
Ri=Ein(WFX7:) i=l,...,n, 
R = {Ri}yco. 
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The fact that the case (b) is a reasonable restriction is established by the following 
remark 
Lemma 4. Let E be the congruence asconsiPucted in Lemma 3. Then for i = 1, . . . , n 
(1) (Wi, t), (wi, t’)E Ri t, t’E T;+ t = t’, 
(2) A V : (wi, t)E & 
W,E w, r4sTq 
(3) /\ V : (WI, t)E Ri A (Wjq t)E Ri, 
(WI *W,)EE, re7f 
(4) (wl,t)ERiA(w,t)~Ri~(wI,wj)EEi, 
Proof, See Appendix. 
Lemma 4 asserts that for each word in Wi there is a unique letter to which it is 
congruent and that this information is fully contained in Ri. From the knowledge of 
Ri we can reconstruct Ei by Lemma 4.4. For the approach (b) compare also the 
notion sufficiently comp!ete in [2). 
No matter which of the above displayed1 attitudes one is going to take in any case 
one has to give a specification of a congruence relation E respectively the relation 13. 
This can be achieved in different ways 
(i) if the congruence E is finitely gene:rated, we characterize it by its finite set of 
generators. 
(ii) if the congruence E is recursively enumerable (which is shown in Lemma 3) 
give a procedure which generates it. If Ei is recursively enumerable, so is Ri and vice 
versa,fori=l,...,n 
(iii) a schema for presenting a procedure generating the congruence E (respec- 
tively R) which does not refer to the data type is given 
Example 4. The data type B = [ VO, {t, ji t:qual)] with VO = (0, Lh 
t: - vo t( )=L 
f 
. . +vo fO=O 
equal: VOX VO + VO 
equal(0, 0) = equal&, L) = L 
equal(0, Ll= equal(L, 0) = 0 
70 =a. 
Clearly, the congruence on WT[{oi)Tz1] is finitely generated. 
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Example 5. Stack of Boolean. Let 
S = [{ VO, VA ipush, pop, tw, create)] 
Vo={fn:{l,. . . , n) + (true, false) n 2 0) 
VI = {true, false} 
push: Vex tip Vo 
pop: vo 
top: vo 
meate: 
+ vo 
+ Vl 
+vo 
push(f,. n ) = fr+ 1 
with fr+&) = rl f0 ’ i = 1,. . l , r 
f,+&+ I)= n 
undefined if r = 0 
POP(f2 = fr- 1 if r>O 
\with fr-l(i)= fr(i) i = 1, l . . , r- 1 
undefined 
toP(fr) = if&) if r = 0 else 
create( )=fo: 0 + VI 
Wo = {create, push(create, 0’), push(create, L’) 
pop create, pop push(create, 0’). l 0) 
WE = W. U {erroro} 
WI = {O’, L’, top(create), top(push(create, 0’)) l l 0) 
w ” = WI U ierrorl} 
ho: W: + V; 
ho(errorJ = m. 
ho(create) = f. 
ho(push(create, 0’)) = push( fo, 0) 
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Let 
Wl, W2E ws 
Wl Eo w2 :* ho(w) = hO(W2) 
e.g. 
pop create EO error0 
pop push(create, 0’) Eo create 
pop push(create, L’) Eo create 
pop(push(push(create, L’)L’)) E. push(create, L’) 
EO cannot be generated finitely. Let us assume that there is a finite subset so c E. that 
generates Eo. Let n* be the largest number of nested push-symbols occurring in any 
word in so, consider the words 
w I= pop,push(g y l l push(create, L’), L’) l 9 l ) , 
n*+2 
w2=push l - l (push(create, L’), L’) l l q j. 
-- 
n,+l 
Clearly wlEow2, but this cannot be derived from so, as w2 cannot be reduced to a 
shorter word. 
As one can see from the above example the congruence E will not be finitely 
generated in general. Hence one will think of using (ii) and give a procedure that 
enumerates 4% If we look, however, into the proof of Lemma 3, we notice that the 
procedure for generating E developed there involves an explicit reference to the data 
type de as follows: the elements of Wi x Wi are generated successively and tested for 
equivalence. This test of equivalence is performed via the morphism 
h : WT[{Oi)] --, de. Hence this procedure wiill not be interesting in our case as we just 
want to avoid the reference to de. Hence, what really interests us is to provide a 
characterization of E (respectively R) according to (iii). How can such a procedure 
for E look like? One attempt consists of finding common features or laws according 
to which the pairs (x, Y)E Ei are built. For example, one such feature for the type S is 
that 
where &’ is an arbitrary word in W. which designates an object v # o. and q is an 
arbitrary word in WI which designates an element x # ol. Hence it is a convincing 
idea to add variables to our alphabets and to define a relation on words involving 
variables from which our original congruence can be ‘derived’. The hope is then that 
the new relation can be represented easily. 
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We are trying in the following to give some alternatives for the enumeration of the 
congruence E (respectively the relation R). 
Alterrmative I. For this alternative we add variables to our alphabets and build again 
words. Let 
Kadi(uj) = number of occurrence of Vi in the domain of oi, 
Kadi = max Kad(oj). 
Let Xi be a set of variables Xi fl?i = 0 with lXil3 Kadi (i = 0, . . . , PZ), Xi effectively 
enumerable, and put 
WO(i)[Xi] = Xi U 7i 
and define Wr(i)[Xi] in analogy to W,(i). 
Wi[Xi] = U Wr(i)[‘xi] 
r*O 
W;:[Xi] if OiE Vf? 
w’[xil =iW;:[Xi] U {errOri} else. 
In analogy to W7[{oj)] we impose an algebraic structure on { W; [Xi]};=0 by declaring 
operations 6;. An element p E Wi[Xi] is called a polynomial. 
If p E W,<i)[Xi] we call r the degree of p. Moreover degree errori := - 1 l
Definition 9. Let d = [(Vi}l=(), (oj}EJ be a data type, [{ Ws [Xi]}~=“~ {6;)7 11 the 
algebra of polynomials. A family of mappings {~i):!=o, 
Ui:xi+ WT 
is called a replacement. 
Remark 8. If cr={(+.}” I i-_o is a replacement, CT can ‘be uniquely extend,ed to a 
homomorphism c? = }~~}~~o 
5i: Wf[Xi] + Wf 
by putting 
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Definition 10. A polynomial equation is an ordered pair (p, q), p, 4 E Ws [Xi]. The 
equation is called constant, if p, 9 E WT. 
Definition 11. Let fii, i = 0,. . . , n be a set of polynomial equations with poly- 
nomials in Wf [Xi]. Let for each p, y E 0i 
degree p 2 max(1, degree 4) and p E Wg implies q E Wf. 
The relu tion pi on W T derived from {Oi} yz 0 is defined as follows 
f0(i)= 0 
U{(p, qk fli, p E W,,(i), 4 E ij Wr(iN 
r=o 
u{~ip,~i~)‘:(p,q)ES2i,~ipE Wrn(i),Gi(q)E ij W,(i), 
r=O 
(crj(x), errori) E p,-I( j), j = 0, . . . , n, x E Xj, c replacement} 
pm(i)= (pk(i)Up,-r(i))+ (i.e. the transitive closure) 
pi = U /h(i)- 
m30 
Lemma 5. If (WI, ~2) E pi then degree ~12 degree ~2. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Definitim 12. Let E be a congruence relation on { W~}~=+ E is said to be finiteZy 
presentable by alternative 1 if there is a finite set of polynomial equations ni for each 
i=l , . . . , n such that 
It is clear that a congruence which is represented by a finite set of polynomial 
equations is recursively enumerable. If we find a finite set of polynomial equations 
for a congruence E we have solved the specification problem for the data type d, 
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Clearly, the well-known examples tat? and 
presented. Let us consider some other examples 
Example 6. 
V()=(fn:{l ’ l l n)-*Z,Wn~b) 
VI = C (2 a finite alphabet) 
&=(I l l l b) 
empty: -+ vo 
in: VOX v*+ vo 
out: vo-, vo 
exchange: V. x V2 x VI + V. 
read: Vo” Vl 
empty( :i = f0 
queue of integer can be finitely 
. 
ffn+l ifn<b,fn+&)=f,,(i) isn 
in(fn, x) = j 
fn+l(n +1)=x 
I undefined else 
f ifn31,fn-&)=fn(i+l) iSn-1 
oUt(fn)= 1 undefined else 
(undefined if i > n 
exchange( fn, i, x) = 
1. 
f: where f:(i)= fn(j) j f i 
. 
f’( ) nt =x 
fn(l) ifn>O 
read(fn )= 1 undefined else .
This data type models the behaviour of a textbuffer of bounded length b. It can be 
presented by 
(read(empty), error 1) 
(out(empty), erroro) 
@(in l 0 9 
Y- 
in,(empty, XI), x2) l l 9 xb+~), emrob 
b+1 
(exchange(in(* - . in(empty, x1) 0 9 l xl), I + 1, y ), error01 
126 
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(exchange(in(- & empty, x1) l l l xl j, b + 1, y), error()) 
1 
for all8s l<b 
(out(in l l 9 in(empty, XI) . l 9 xl), in(* l l in(empty, x2) l l l .XI)) 
for lskb 
(read(in(* l l in(empty, XI) l l l ah XA 
for ldsb 
(read(exchange(in(- l l in(empty, XI) l l l xl), 1, z), z) 
(read(exchange in(- l l in(empty, XI) l l - XI), 2, t), XI) 
. . 
(;ead(exchange in(- l l in(empty, XI) l l l xl), I’-- 1, z j, XI) 
(read(exchange 
. 
. 
. 
JJ) Xl) 
. 
. 
. 
Example 7. Let 
V,={f:{l, . . . , n}+ ZU{u}} 
V,=Z 
V2={l,...,?l) 
End the operations 
empty: --) Vo 
assign: Vo X V2 X VI -d VO 
read: VOX V2+ VI 
with 
empty( ) = fu fu W = u 
assign!& i, 0) = f’ f(j)= f(j) Vj Z i 
f0 ‘i =v 
read( f, i) = f(i). 
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This data type can be presented by 
.IEl= {(read(empty., i), u), 
(read(assign(x, i, z), i), z), 
(read(assign(x, 1 z), 2), read(x, 2)) 
. . 
. . 
(;ead(assi&x, 1, P), n >, reid(x, n)) 
(read(assign(‘x, 2, z), 1)), read&, 1)) 
(read(assign(+, 2, z), 3), read&, 3)) 
. . . 1 . 
In this case the set of polynomial equations can also be described as follows 
aI = {(read(empty, i 1, u), 
(read(assign(f, i, z )i), ClKi,z.j) 
where qf,i,z,j := I z ifi=j readU i)). 
The question can now be raised if every data type can be finitely presented by 
polynomials. This is not the case as can be seen from the following example 
Example 8. Let 
Vo={(f, i):f:{l,. . . , n)+Z lSiSn+l,nH} 
U {( fo, 1)) where fo : 0 + 2 
V*=Z 
create: + Vo 
insert: VOX VI --3 1’0 
right: vo-, vo 
left: vo+ vo 
deIete: VD-+ Vo 
read: v,+z 
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with 
create( ) = (fo, 1) 
insert(fi i), z)= (f’, i) withf:{l, . .‘. , n} --) 2 
and l<isn+l,f’(j)=f(j) lsj<i 
f0 ‘i =z 
f(j)=f(j-1) i<jSn+l 
delete: analogously 
(fii+l) iff:{l,...,n}+Z 1SiSn 
right(L i)= 1 undefined else 
left: analogously 
f( 1 
read(f, ik 1 ufdefined iff:{l*,..., n}+Z 1GiGn else . 
In order to specify this data type via the congruence E, respectiv Jy the relation R, by 
polynomial equations we need at least 
(right(create), error,) 
(left(create), error,) 
(delete(create), errore) 
(read(create), error 1). 
Before continuing we should make us clear that each object v in V. can be generated 
by applying a sequence of operations like 
right l l . right [nsert t l l l insert(creaie, zl), 22) l l l zk). 
” 
, 
1 k 
The sequence Y of operations is unique in the sense that, if there is another sequence 
of insert operations followed by right operations which produces v it must be s. s is 
the shortest wore representing v. So our remaining specification has to so!ve two 
problems: first, to siate the value of the read operation at some object given in the 
above form and second, to find the shortest word representing v from an arbitrary 
word representing v. For the first task we can establish 
(read(insert(x, z), z). 
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For the general term right’ insertk(create, . . .), I s k, we know that 
read(delete’(insert’((create, cul), . . . q))) 
El read(right’(insert’((create, cyr) l . l q))) ai c 2. 
If we introduce the polynomial equation 
(delete insert(x, z), X) 
the value of read(delete’ insert’(- l 0)) could be determined, provided that (2) can be 
expressed by a finite number of polynomial equations. This, however, is not possible 
as we have only two possibilities to derive, that the value of read applied to two words 
in W’, is the same: either we can derive that the two expressions designate the same 
objects, which is not the case in the above example or we can establish a finite number 
of polynomials of the form 
(read( ), read( )) 
from which the relation (2) can be derived. We first try 
(read(right(x)), read delete(x)) 
(read delete right(x), read(delete(delete(x)))). 
If, for j > 2, w = right’(insert’((create, cyl) l l l aj)) we may derive 
read(right(right insert’(create, CUE, . . . aj)) 
p1 read(delete(right insert’(create, cyl, . . . aj)J 
pl read(de!zte delete insert’(create, al, . . . .z~j 
p1 read(insert’-* create@ 1, . . . aj-2)) 
If however w = right3(insert’((create, a!r) l 9 l aj))j > 3 we get 
read( w ) pl read(delete(right*(insertj(- l a)) 
pl read(delete2(right(inserti((create, a! 1) l 9 l ai)))) 
which cannot be reduced any further. If we continue this argumentation, we can see 
that even our first task cannot be fulfilled. 
The above example is not a far fetched construction but a commonly used data 
type the objects of which are sometimes called lists. 
There are data types which are not finitely presentable by alternative 1. 
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Proof. The proof is performed in the following steps. 
(1) Cons;ruction of a data type d using the f(Jrmalism of extended irected graphs. 
(2) Cons:ruction of the word algebra W,[{q}] ( according to Definition 8) which is 
associated to d and establishing 
(3) We give an infinite set of equations % and we show that if (x, y) can bc derived 
according to Definition 11 then (x, y ) E E holds. 
(4) For (x, y)~ E we derive (x, y) from the equations. 
(5) We show that there is no finite set of equations for which (3) and (4) hold. 
Step 1. For each n E N we choose an extended directed graph r,, namely 
&I = empty graph 
r1 = (hd, 0) 
and, for n a 2, let r, be 
Cn.1 en.2 Cn.n 
i.e. r, = (N,, {p,}) with N, = {c,,.I,. . l cmvn} End pa(cn,i) = Cn,i+l= Let 
V,,={f:fismappingf:N,,--,Z} na0. 
We put 
V(j={(r,, i,f): lSiSn,fE V,)U((&, 0, m)). 
vr=z 
The data type d is given by 
d = f{ Vo, VI}, {createt, pushl, popL, downl, return& readL)j 
where 
createL: + VO 
createL( )= (I&, 0,0) 
pushl: V&g VI + Vo 
pushL((L 0, 0), z) = (rl, 1, f) 
wherefe VI f(cll)= z 
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I 
if i # 1 then undefined 
if i = 1 then Cr,+l, 1J) 
pu§hl((cl, k f ), a) 
= if n>O where f’ E Vn+l, f’(c,+l~) = z 
fYGl+l,d =f(cn,t-1) 
1=2,n+l 
popL: vo+ vo 
I 
if i # 1 then undefined 
POPK”9 4 f) = 
I 
if i = 1 then (r”_l, 1,f’) 
ifn>l , where f’(c,-1.1) =fh,l+d 
I l==l ,,,,n-1 
popL(G, l,f)=(ro, 0, @I 
popL(ro, 0,0) = undefined 
readL: Vo-=+ VI 
if n = 0 then undefined 
readL(k Lf)= ( f(c 
ni 
) else 
downL: Vb+ Vo 
downL(C,, i, f) = { 
if i = n then undefined 
if i<n then(r’,i+l,f) 
returnl: VO-, VO 
if n = 0 then undefined 
returnL(rn, ‘3 f) = { if n g 0 then (r Ic 1 f) n9 9 
d is a formal description of the data type 2 informally given in [ 161. 
Step 2. The word algebra is constructed according to Definition 8, i.e. 
(0) wo =0 
w(O) 1 = {createL\ 
W:“’ = {popL(createL), pushL(createL, i) Vi E &, downL created, 
returnL(createL)} 
W:” = {readL(createL)} 
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Let 
, 
WE = G Wi”’ U {error-o} 
i=O 
Wi = fi Wi” U(error1). 
i=O 
The algebra W = [{ W& Wf }, {create& . . .}] is homomorphic to de and there is a 
recursive congruence E ={&, El} on A such that W/E -de. Two words are 
equivalent if they designate the same object in d. 
Srep 3. Consider the following system of equations % 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
AS 
A6 
A7 
AS 
A9 
A10 
All 
A12 
A13 
Al4 
(popL createl, error) 
(downL created, error) 
(readL createl, error) 
(returnL createl, error) 
(popI+ down(l), error) 
(pushL(downL(I), i), error) 
(popL(pushL(createL, i)), created) 
(popL(pushL(pushL(I, i), i), pushl(l, i)) 
(readL(pushL(createL, i), i) 
(readL(pushL(pushL(I, i), i)), readUpushU& i)) 
V (returnL(downL”(pusM?(il, . . . ik))), pushLk&, . . . ik)) 
tt (downLk pushLk(il, . . . ik), error) 
kal 
V (readL(downLk(pushL(Z, i))), readL(popLk(pushL(Z, i)))) 
k 
(returnL(returnL(I)), returnl(l)) 
t 
where pushl”(il, . . . is) := pushl(. . . pushL(createl, il) l l l is). 
-- 
It is easy to see that if (x, y ) x, y E Wj can be derived from the above equations then 
(x, y)E 5. 
Step 4. We show that for each term w E W. we may derive (w, erroro) or i;;, s) 
from the equations where s is a standard term 
sES={downL’(pushLk(zl,...zk)):lck}. 
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We consider the two innermost operation symbols of w. If these are 
popL createL 
downL createL 
or 
or 
returnL createL 
then we may conclude (w, erroro), else we know that the first two symbols are 
pushL(createL, z). 
We consider now the next operator symbol 0. If 0 is pushL or downL we do nothing 
else, if it is popL we apply Axiom A7, if it is returnL we apply Axiom Al 1. 
(* ) We consider now the next symbol 0 (if any). If 0 is pushL and the last symbol of 
the already reduced part of the word is f pushL or # create we conclude w = error0 
by A6 else we do nothing. If 0 is popL, we apply Al, A7 or A8 or AS. If 0 is dowal, we 
app!y A2 or A12, if possible else do nothing. If s is returnl, we apply A4 or Al 1. 
Return to (*). 
By the above construction we derive (w, error,-,) or w is reduced to a standard term 
s. If (~1, H+E Eo and [wl]b# [error ] o ~0 then w1 and w2 designate the same 
object E Vo. Hence w1 and w2 are reduced to the same standard term by the above 
algorithm, as there is a one-to-one correspondence between S and Vo. The condi- 
tions of Definition 11 are fulfilled and for each (x, y) E E; we may derive (x, y) E pi 
from the equations. 
Let us assume, that a finite set r of equations exists, such that Ri c pi U 
{(tp t): t E Ti). 
Let ko be the greatest number of nested occurrences of the downL symbol in this 
set T. Let ~20 be the greatest number of nested operation symbols in this set T. We want 
to determine the value of 
w = readL(downLko+‘(pushLko+‘+’ (createL, ZO) 9 l 9 zb+,))) 
where Zi is a letter standing for an element in Z, and ko + r > no. Clearly (w, t&z Ei . 
But we claim that there does not exist u such that (w, u) E pr, i.e. derivable from 7. 
Lemma 7. There does not exist v such that 
(w, ~kPl= u pm(l). 
ma0 
roof. We show that for all m 3 0 there does not exist t, such that (w, V) E Pm( ij. This 
is proved by induction on m. 
(a) Let m = 0 then pm(l) = 0 by definition, hence the statement is correct for 
m =O. 
ypothesis: Let m > 0 be given. There is no pair (w, v) in pm(l) whel-e w as 
above. 
(cj m+m+l. 
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We assume that there is a word o such that (w, tl)~~~+~{l). Hence, by definition 
6% U)E (!&+I (W&n(l))+9 
i.e. there exist words v 1,. . . vn such that each of (w, VI), (VI, ;oz), . . . (vn, u) is an 
element in pk+l(l)Up,(l). 
NOW consider (w, VI). As by induction hypothesis (w, vl) cannot be in p,.(l) we 
conclude (w, v&z &,+I (1). This means that (w, v&z A41 U A& UM3 where MI, A&, 
Ma ;&re those three sets which occur in the definition 11 (p;,(i) = M; U I& U M3). Let 
us assume 
(i) (w, vWK. 
As the outermost symbol of w is readL we would have 
(w, vl) = (rdL(crl), sL(&)) 
where at l = downLko+‘(pushLko+‘+l (createL, zo l l l zko+r) and PI Z cx 1 and (ar I, 01) E 
p,,,(O) and degre$, & s degree cyl. But as (~1 is the shortest possible term there is no 
& # (Y l which fulfills the above conditions, hence (w, VI) E A&. 
(ii) (w, v&z A&. 
Hence (w, vr) = (p, 4) where (p, 9) E 71 is a constant polynomial. But w E W2(ko+r)+3 
and the greatest nesting of operation symbols in T is no < 2(ko + I)+ 3, this alternative 
is neither possible, i.e. (w, VI) E! I&. 
(iii) (w, vl)E&. 
(w, VI) = (&P, ~6s) where (P, q)~ 71. 
(vj(x), errorj)~ Pm(i) 
that is to say (w, ~1) arises by substituting variables in an equation, i.e. there is an 
equation in ~1 
(P9 4)= (read( )9 ) 
fulfilling the condition of definition 11 and a replacement (7. The left hand sides of 
such an equation can be built from variables and from 
pushL 
downL 
createL 
readt. 
Obviously the left hand side may not contain the other symbols as &p = w must hold. 
Moreover we know that certain orders of the symbols are not possible, i.e. the left 
hand side cannot contain 
pushL downL 
create& pushL 
createL downl. 
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Moreover the leftmost symbol must be readl. Hence the only possibilities which 
remain are (for the left hand side) 
(j) readL(x) 
(jj) readL(downL’(x)) i + 1 s rzo 
(j jj) readL(downL’(pushL’(x, y1 l l . y])) i +i + 1 s no. 
Please note that the constant polynomials are not interesting as they have degree 
sno and degree w > no. 
Clearly, an equation with left hand side j, cannot exist. 
Consider now (jj). An equation with this left hand side could e.g. express the fact 
that the value of readL at position I + 1 in a stack of length N+ 1 can be determined 
by popping the first I elements. The only possibilities to get the pointer to the I + l-th 
element are -if we consider that the degree of the right hand side of an equation s 
degree left hand side (compare definition 11) - to use 
downl’ or 
popL’ or 
downL’-‘popL etc. 
The correspondi: equations would be 
(readL(downL(x)), readL(popL(x))) 
(readL(downL’(x)), readL(downL’-‘(popL(x)))) 
(readL(downL’(x)), readL(downL’-*(pop*(x)))) etc. 
All other right hand sides which contain other symbols would be of higher 
degree. But clearly, the above equations do not hold for our data type as 
the downL operation may be defined at an argument x but the pspL operation 
not. 
Hence, we consider (j jj) 
readL(downL’pushL’(x, yl l 9 l yi)) i + j+ 1 s no. 
If there were an equation (p, 4) with such a left hand side and C;ip = w then this 
equation must have a left hand side 
readL(downLko+‘(pushL’(x, yl l l l vi))) 
but as ko+ I > no, this is again not possible. 
We have seen by the previous lemma that the specification according to Alter- 
native 1 is in general not powerful enough. Now in order to be able to specify a 
broader class of data types one coufd think of a more powerful alternative. 
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Example 9. Let 
v,={S~z:IsI<m} 
V,=Z 
k2 = {true, false} 
empty: + VO 
in: VOX VI-*& 
add: v(-)x vi+ vo 
remove: Vo X VI --) Vi. 
The first operation yields the empty set, the second tests of a.11 element is in a given set, 
with the third one can add an element to a set, with the fourth an element can be 
removed. If we try to specify this type we need 
(in(empty, n )- false) 
(remove(r:mpty, n), empty) 
(remove(add(create, n), n), create) 
(in(add(create, n), n), true). 
In addition we need (as one can see by a simple analysis) 
(in(Wd(x, 1),2), in&, 2)) 
(in(add(x, l)i), in(x, i)) 
forall ia 
(in(add(n, 2), l), in(x. 1)) 
(in(add(x, 2), 3), in(x, 3)) 
Hence, we need again an infinite szt of polynomial identities. One could now ask 
under which conditions a data type is finitely presentabie. Instead of it we try to 
extend our formalism in order to be able to specify a broader class of data types. We 
review our last example and introduce for each i = 0, . . . , n a new function symbol Fi 
Fi : Vi X Vi X VL + 
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Moreover we allow the operation symbols of the type di i = 1, . . . , n which has Vi as 
set of objects to appear in our polynomials. With this extension we write 
(F& y, true), x)” i = 0,2 
(E (x, y, false), y ) i = 0,2 
(remove(add(x, n), n’), e) 
where 
and 
e = l%(FXremove(x, n), x, in@, n)), add(remove(x, n’), n), same& n’)) 
(in(add(x, n), n’), Fz(true, in&, n’), same(n, n’))) 
where same is an operation of & testing two integers for equality. With these six 
extended polynomial equation the data type is specified. Consider e.g. the word 
in(add(add(empty, 2), 3)), 1)~ Wz 
By replacement 
x I+ add(empty, 2) 
n-3 
n’- 1 
into the last polynomial 
and 
(in(add((add(empty, 2), 3), l)), Fz(true, in(add(empty, 2), l), same(3,l)) 
(F&rue, in(add(empty, 2)1), same(3, l)), Fz(true, in(add(empty, 2), l), false)) 
(Fz(true, in(add(empty, 2)1), false), in(add(empty, 2), 1)) 
(in(add(empty, 2)1)), Fz(true, in(empty, l), same(2,l)) 
(Fz(true, in(empty, I), same(2, l)), Fz(true, in(empty, l), false)) 
(F;(true, in(empty, l), false), in(empty, 1)) 
(in(empty, l), false). 
Based on the above experience we now formulate the second alternative 
Alternative 2. Let d’ = [{ Vi}~z~, {Oj}i=l], V’ the set of objects of di = 
[{ Wl;);i=o, {lOi,}Z 11; i.e. Vi = Wi,,. We choose for i = 0, . . . , n 
Wdi)[X, {(++)p,~{Fp}p] := X0 U ri 
where Fp : VP x V,, x {true, false} -+ ;vP. 
A F;: can be thought of as: if true then x else y. 
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We build again polynomials Ws [Xi, {op,}, (&,}I, where we allow that the oPI, I = 
1 ,-,~p#= 1 )***I n, and the Fp are used for the construction of polynomials. For 
polynomial equations we zdmit only such pairs (p, q) with 
(1) p E I%[&]9 11 e Wl [xi{+,19 iFpI]* 
(2) degree p a max( 1, reduced degree q) where the reduced degree is calculated 
by ignoring the occurrences of the Fp’ 
(3) If p constant hen q constant. 
Let 0i be a set of such pairs together with the pairs 
(fi(x,y),true),x) ;=O,. . . n 
(4(x, y, false), y )- 
The definition of p - the relation derived from (0i)yzo - can be given as before by 
only changing two conditions: first, instead of the degree of the right hand sides of the 
pairs we use the reduced degree. Second, the condition (as, &)E P,,&~~) is replaced 
by (ar,, &) E ~~-r(ir) or (a,, &)E Ed,, where vi = &, in 
We omit details of this alternative for the following reason: If we return now to the 
proof of lemma 6 an9 consider the data type given there we can see that it cannot be 
specified by this alternative either. This is based on the fact that the type cq_2*ltains no 
operation with boolean result, hence if then else constructs cannot be used. 
Moreover, the operation of the data type with objectset 25, dz = 
[Z, (zero, succ, pred}] which could be used, will not help in the specification. 
Definition 13. A data type is called presentable with respect o alternative 1 if for 
i=O V-‘-9 n there is a recursive set 0: of nonconstant polynomial equations plus a 
finite set J2: of constant polynomial equations such that 
(i) (p, q)e 0: U 0: _ degree p a max(1, degree q) and p f constant or q 
constant. 
(ii) for the relation pi on Wf derived from 0; U 0: 
RicpicEi 
holds’. 
Definition 14. Let (p, q)e Wr [Xi] X 
family of mappings 
is said to hold h d if for each 
S(P)= &(4) 
where si is the continuation of Ci on Wr[Xi]. 
’ This definition as well as the following definitions and lemmata can be formulated for the alternative 2 
analogously. 
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Lemma 8. Let d = [{ Vi)~=o, {oj)Kl] be a data type Oi a set of polynomial equations 
(p,4),p,q~~Wie[xi],i=O,..., n, from which pi c Wf x WF can be derived. If 
then (p, q) holds for all (p, q) E & i = 0, . . . , n. 
Proof. Let (p, q)E .Di, Zi : Xi + v, j = 0, . . . , n, Si(Xj)= vi; choose for each tjj E Vi a 
shortest world wi which represents ofi Let 
Let m be chosen such that 
gi(P)E ML(i) 
then by definition 
Hence 
(65(p), Gi(q)) E Ei- 
Hence 
hi(@i((p)) = hi(~i(q))* 
where h = {hj}~z~ is the homomorphism h : WT[{oj}] -D de (Lemma 2). HelIce 
~ii(P)=~i(4)- 
From the above lemma we know that J2i is a subset of all polynomial equations that 
hold in d. If we put for p, 9 E WF [Xi] 
(p, q)E& :e (p, 4) holds in d 
thexn Hi is a refiexive, symmetrical and transitive relation. 
Cordlary. Under the conditions of Lemma 8 
In the 
native. 
following we are going to investigate the applicability of the third 
Lemma 9. There are data types for which Hi is not a recursive set for some i, 0 6 i s m 
Proof. Let us assume that for each data type d Hi, i = 0, . . . , n, is a recursive set. We 
consider now the data type 
d, = EPJI, IfI, fi, f3, fii’)] 
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where 
fi: N+N f&z)=0 
f2: N+N fz(n)=n+l 
f3: JYM+J fs(n)=l 
fat’: N-N 
fa,‘(n)= if cpy(y) holds after at most n steps then 0 else 1 
where q,,,(x) is the partial recursive function determined by the Godel number m. 
Consider the polynomial equation 
As we assumed that there is a decision procedure for Ho we may decide whether 
(f&), c’(x)) holds in d,,. This equation holds in dy iff 6pv is not defined at y. Consider 
the set 
S = (z E N: cp&) is not defined}. 
We establish a decision procedure for S as follows: for an arbitrary z E N consider the 
data type d, = [N, (fi, f2, f3, f4I)}], apply the decision procedure for (f&), g)(x)). If 
the equation holds in d, then t E S else z ri S. On the other side it is well-known that S 
is not a recursive set, hence we conclude a contradiction. 
Lemma 10. ( Wg [Xi] X Wf [Xi])\Hi is effectively enumerable. 
Proof. We first remark that Ws[Xi] is an effectively enumerable set, hence 
Wf [Xi] X WT [Xi] is Mectively enumerable. Let Pi be a procedure for calculating oi 
and oi an enumeration procedure for Vi. We enumerate the first pair (pl,ql) of 
W% [Xi] X Wl [Xi] and assign to each xi* E Xi xjl c-, v’:” where :I?’ is the first element 
enumerated by Qj. If the evaluation of the polynomials pl,ql does not yield the same 
result then (~1, 41) is the first element in OY enumeration. Otherwise we generate the 
second pair (~2, (12) and the second elements v f’ in Vi and evaluate (~1, ql), (~2, q~) 
at all possible combinations using vy’, vy’, j = 0, . . . , n. If for Some combination the 
evaluation yields different results for a pair of polynomials we add this pair to our 
enumeration. We proceed in the same way. 
Lemma 11. There are data types for which Hi is not effectively enumerable for some i. 
Proof. Let d be a data type for which Hi0 is not recursive. As the complement of Hi0 
effectively enumerable we may conclude that Hi0 is not effectively enumerable. 
2. There are data types for which Hi = Ei for some i, 0 s i s n. 
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IProof. For the proof we define the following data type d = (N, {zero, succ, prim}) 
where zero, succ have the usual meaning. Prim tests if a number is a prime, i.e. 
prim : N + {true, false}. 
By definition Ei c Hi, i = 0,l. We want to show that there is no nonconstant 
(p, q)~ H1. If there were a nonconstant (p, 4)~ HI it must have one of the following 
terms as left- or right-hand side. 
prim(x) 
prim(succ(x)) 
prim(succ(succ(x ))) 
true, false. 
Such equations cannot exist as the value e.g. of prim(succ(x)) is not always true or 
false and because there is no constant distance between successive primes. 
Corollary. Let d be presented by 0: U 0: i = 0, . . . , n. If Ho = Eio then f2ro = 0. 
Corollary. There are data types which cannot be presented by (0: U Inf}y=o where 07 
is a recizsive’set of nonconstant polynomial equations and 0: a finite set of constant 
polynomial equations. (According to Definition 13.) 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 12 and from the observation that - for the data 
type d in the proof of Lemma 12 - E = {EO, El} is not a finitely generated congruence 
relation. 
If we formulate Definitions 13 ff. for the Alternative 2, i.e. if we admit ‘if then else’ 
and the operation symbols of the auxiliary types to appear in our equations we get 
analogous results as above. In particular our above example will be then again an 
example of a data type which cannot be presented even by a recursive set of 
polynomial equations. 
What conclusions can be drawn from the above considerations? A first conclusion 
is that if we start with a set Ini of polynomial equations, i = 0, . . . , n, which fulfills the 
conditions of Definition 11 and derive pi from it and if Ri c pi c Ei holds then Ini c Hi 
by Lemma 8. By Lemma 11 Hi need not be effectively enumerable and we cannot 
guarantee that 0: is an effectively enumerable subset of (resp. 0: is a finite subset 
of Hi). A second point is that even if we admit all nonconstant polynomial equations 
in Hi plus a finite number of constant equations we cannot conclude 
as can be seen from Lemma 12 ff. 
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The question arises what else could be done in order to be able to specify all data 
types? There is one obvious approach which is briefly sketched in the following. Let 
u,s consider a coding of Vi as described in section 2. Then an operation can be thought 
of as a partial recursive function on natural numbers. By Weene we know [20] that 
dry p.r. function f can be characterized by a finite system of equations involving a 
function symbol for f and some additional function symbols. Hence if we want to 
specify a data type d we choose a coding and represent separately each function 
which corresponds to an operation by a finite system of equations. 
Two problems arise if one wants to proceed in this way. The first is that one may be 
forced to specify a whole cascade of additional functions for each operation. These 
functions are especially irrelevant from the user’s point of view as he will not be 
allowed to use them as operations, but still must study them in order to know what 
the data type is. If we consider the data type d = [N, {zero, succ, prim}] one solution 
consists of adding 4 functions to provide a specification, namely 
f2:NxN+N 
f3 : N x N + (true, false) 
f3W = I trueifx=O false else 
f4(& y)=x ’ y. 
E.g. 
(f 1 (zero), succ(zer0)) 
(f 1 (sucdx )X f4(sWx 19 f 1 (x ))I 
For the specification of prim we get 
(prim(succ(x )), f3(f2(sucdf 4 )h succ(x )))) 
(prim(zero), false). 
The other problem can be sketched as follows: Given the equations for each 
function as described above. It is possible that another d%ta type d’ which is not 
equivalent o d can be coded such that the same equations as above characterize the 
functions which belong to the operations of d’? If this is the case and we are just given 
the equation how do we know which dsta type is meant. 
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5. Conclusion 
In the previous section we discussed the specification problem for data types on an 
algebraic background. The specification problem amounts to stating what the objects 
(instances, elements, values) and the operations of the data type cb are. Very often, 
however, one is satisfied with specifying ‘up to isomorphism’, with specifying an 
equivalent data type d’. We were mainly interested in choosing the abstract data type 
WT{oi)lE for d’. 
Hence, the specification problem is reduced to the specification of E. Whereas one 
can show [Lemma 31 that E is a recursive congruence on WT[{oi}], there is no obvious 
approach to effectively presenting E. We developed three techniques of increasing 
power to solve this problem and sketched a possible fourth approach. In the first 
approach a finite set of polynomial equations (identities, laws) built from the 
operation symbols of the data type and from variables is used. 
This type of law coincides with that used in [23]. It was shown that there are quite 
simple data types which cannot be specified in this way. In the second case we 
admitted conditional axioms and the operatlon symbols of the auxiliary types 
(V i9 i=l,..., n) in addition to the other operation symbols. Again a finite number 
of polynomial equations involving the above sy inbols and variables was used. As we 
could again give examples of data types which could not be specified (Lemma 6) we 
suggested in a third approach that a recursive set of polynomial equations should 
be admitted. We showed in Lemmas 8 and 12 that this approach sa although 
it is powerful enough to cover a broad class of data types-is not sufficiently 
powerful to treat all types. Finally we sketched how one could try to extend 
the existing approaches to be able to treat all data types and hinted at some 
problems. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2. We put 
hi : WF + VT i=O n T l ’ l 9 
if errOri E W f then hi (errori) = mia 
Moreover, for ok : Vkl X, . . . , Vk, + Vi 
hi(oic(W:, l l l 9 Wr)) := Oek(h.k,(w), . . . ,hk,(wr)) 
{hi};=,, isa surjective morphism. 
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Proof of Lmma 3. As we consider only data types where U (D = V) is a recursive 
subset of V and each Vi i = 1, . . . , n is admissr * blz we know that WY is an admissible 
set Forwl,wzEWj,i=O,z..,n, 
(~1, W2) E Ei :eS hi(wl) = hi(w2) 
e . 
Oj,] = 1 , . . . , m, is a computable mapping, hence b:q the definition of hi followsI that hi 
is a computable total mapping. Hence Ei is a recursive subset of Wf x Wr. By 
imposing an algebraic structure on { W~/Ei}~=~ in the usual way and assigning 
[w]E~ H h(w) we get W,[{oJ]/E -de. 
Proof of Lemma 4. 
(1) Let (wi, t), (wi, t’)~ Ri 2, t’ E of then (t, t’)~ Ei, hence v = h(t) = h(t’) from 
which t = t’ as there is only one letter for each object. 
(2) Let WE Wi 
(a) hi(w)=wi.+ (w, error& Ri 
(b) hi(w) = v * (w, t)~ Ri where t is the letter standing for V. 
(3), (4) analogously. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let (we, W2)EPi * (WI, W&pm(i) for some Y/t. 
0 i m=l: 
U [(Gi(P)n Gi(q)): (Pv q)E J& ei(P)e lvl(i) 
Gi(q)E h WJi) c replacement} 
r=O I 
If (wl, W&S&) then degree w1 adegree ~2. 
(ii) Let us assume that the statement is proved for m - 1. Let (~1, ~)~pk(i) 
case (1) wI=~;(~YI,. . . , a,), ~2=6;(&, . . . , P,j) with as =& or (&P,)E 
p,,,&), hence degree cyS 2 degree & 
dT(cw*, . . . ,a,,)= I Oj(arl 9***9 cYrl) if Oyi # errorii VJi errorh,+l else. 
If ai = errori, for some i, then also pi - ‘. errori,, as (Ori, Pi)E p,-l(ii) implies /3i = efrorj,. 
In this case 
Wl = errOri 
W2 = errOri. 
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If cyi # errorij for all i then 
degree w1 = max(degree(cui)) + 12 degree ~2. 
i=l,rj 
case (2) (WI, W2)= (p, q)E JZ p e 44) 
q E 3 Wr(i)+ degree w1 adegree ~2. 
r=O 
case (3) similarly. 
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